The Candy Store in Massapequa
By Roger A. Stetter

There was a candy store where I grew up, a few block from my high school, owned by a guy named Carl Kupperman, or, in his wisecracking words, “Jose DeLuca from the Bronx.” A real character, the kind of guy who one moment could crack jokes and the next give his German Shepherd a swift kick in the ribs.

A kid with some change in his pocket could buy just about anything he wanted at the candy store, from a comic book, the latest issue of *MAD* Magazine or a candy bar, to a roll of cap gun caps, a stick pretzel or an egg cream soda. (There were no eggs in the soda, just milk, carbonated water and chocolate syrup.) Grownups were allowed to buy other stuff like cigarettes and cigars. Knowing Carl Kupperman, they also could probably book a bet on a horse race behind the curtain at the back of the store.

My pals and I used to eat hamburgers or French fries at the lunch counter or at a table in the rear of the store while listening to the latest rock-and-roll songs on the jukebox. An early one I especially liked was Fats Domino’s biggest hit, “Blueberry Hill.” We also played pinball and five-card poker. (Only rarely did I hit a grand slammer on the pinball machine or pull a Straight flush at poker.)

Carl probably never finished high school and didn’t care if we did either. He let us hang out when we cut classes or laid out from school the whole day. One time, my father, a lawyer, found my older brother and me hiding in the storeroom when we should have been at school. He warned Mr. Kupperman not to let boys play hooky in his store or there would be hell to pay. Whether or not that was true, Carl never let us hide out in his store again.

There was a skinny Italian man about 40 years old who worked behind the lunch counter and who all the kids liked. He cooked a great hamburger and made a delicious malted milkshake (made with milk, malt powder and ice cream). More like a teenager than a middle-aged man, he whistled at the pretty girls when he rode in a car with us, especially if they were big busted or were wearing shorts.

I read about the Cuban Missile Crisis in the candy store and the arrival of the Beatles in America a few years later. A bunch of kids and I also watched two teenagers get into a fistfight on the sidewalk outside and laughed when the bigger boy, who had a motorcycle and acted like a tough guy, went down after the first punch.

I learned a lot in the candy store — things they didn’t teach in school, like how to bluff in a poker game, as well as more serious matters. In my first encounter with the death of a
person only a few years older than me, my friend Howie W. called the store and told me
that his 17-year-old sister had died due to complications following childbirth. I also
learned never to steal or you might get caught.

I worked at the store a few hours each morning before school started. Woefully
underpaid, I slipped a dollar bill in my pocket from the cash box (the store didn’t have a
cash register). Carl caught me in the act, chewed me out in a most humiliating manner,
and told me to never come back again. His rebuke felt like a slap in the face and it took
me several days to get over my wounded feelings. But I learned an important lesson:
Never help yourself to that which is not yours.

So I credit Jose DeLuca from the Bronx with helping to build my moral character.
Unfortunately, he went out of business several years later, the summer before I started
college in 1964.

Every kid had a place like my candy store where he was welcome to hang out so long as
he didn’t make trouble.

FOOTNOTE

   Hill” was released on the same label in 1956. Born and raised in the Lower Ninth Ward
   of New Orleans, Fats still lives there, his bright pink Cadillac parked outside his house.

Roger A. Stetter, a graduate of Cornell and UVA Law School, is a trial lawyer in New
Orleans and former member of the LSU law faculty. His books include In Our Own
Words: Reflections on Professionalism in the Law; Louisiana Civil Appellate Procedure;
and Louisiana Environmental Compliance. (rastetter@bellsouth.net; Ste. 1334, 228 St.
Charles Ave., New Orleans, LA 70130)
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A New York City Candy Store (a/k/a Luncheonette) in the 1950s.
Soul-Soothing Satisfaction

Law certainly has its satisfactions. Too often, though, our professional pursuits lack the soul-soothing satisfaction that the seasoned soul seeks: the feeling of bringing something pretty and good from what was nothing or nearly nothing. Bakers know that feeling when they craft a three-tiered wedding cake from flour, water, eggs and sugar. Landscapers know it when they carve a sculpted oasis from a weed-choked lot. Carpenters, woodworkers, furniture makers know it.

Those who know me only from court, the law office or the classroom might be surprised to learn that I fancy myself all three of the latter. Nothing gives me the same sense of accomplishment and satisfaction as plucking some old and nasty furniture piece from a neighborhood trash pile and giving it new life or crafting a chair, cabinet or table from scratch.

This inner need to create with my own hands must run in the genes. Great-great-grandfather Holly Brooks Wilkinson was a skilled carpenter. The wood-framed cottage he built for his family of 10 children in White Castle, La., at the end of the 19th century still stands near a bend on the Old River Road. Grandfather George Mathews Wilkinson was the blacksmith, carpenter and bookkeeper on The Island sugar cane plantation in Plaquemine, La., in the 1930s, long before the plantation was transformed into the upscale golf course community that stands there today. By profession, my Dad was a process draftsman with a distinguished career in the engineering wing of the offshore oil industry. By avocation and acts of love, Dad was also a carpenter and woodworker who renovated, remodeled and refurbished our little family home and almost all of its furniture in Terrytown, La., in his spare time during my childhood and young adulthood in the 1960s and 70s.

I guess some of this must have rubbed off on me. I had fooled around with furniture refurbishment for years, but the real rub did not manifest itself in me until 2009, about a year after Dad died. “I feel the need to work with wood,” I confided to my sister one night when I saw her on her evening stroll. “I think I know where that need is coming from.”

“I understand,” she said.

I unpacked Dad’s old tools and started with a few simple bookcases, one a 6-by-4-footer hewn from strong white birch purchased at the local Lowe’s. I finished it with a fancy wood trim, then painted it bright enamel white, to hold the law books kept in my little home study. Two smaller cases followed for the bedrooms of my 11-year-old and 3-year-old granddaughters.

One Saturday morning, I spotted an old bedroom dresser in the curbside trash pile outside what people in the neighborhood say was once the home of the late Judge Julian Samuel of the
Louisiana 4th, then 5th, Circuit Court of Appeal. It was being discarded as the house was being prepared for sale. The dresser’s back, sides and bottom were made of cheap particle board and were water damaged, cracked and peeling, but the top and front were gorgeous, salvageable oak. Like a junk collector, I loaded it into the back of my Infiniti hatchback and deposited it under my backyard carport. There, I spent months gutting and rebuilding its foundation with the same fine birch; replacing the bottom dresser drawers with built-from-scratch cabinet doors; stripping the good old oak, staining and varnishing old and new to match; topping the former dresser with a new glass-doored cabinet for china display; trimming it all with nickel hardware; then delivering it to Daughter No. 1’s dining room.

I followed up the china cabinet for Daughter No. 1 with a pair of twin display cabinets for the “feature wall” in Daughter No. 2’s living room, where she proudly displays her wedding photos, pictures of my granddaughters and treasured family knick-knacks. A fancy television cabinet for our Florida beach condo, finished with a rich Bombay mahogany stain, was next.

One recent night, my wife and I attended a dinner party hosted by a nice young couple she knew from work, truly good people. Their half-double New Orleans home was packed with three young children, their toys, books and musical instruments and an eclectic collection of good but aging furniture. One chair in their little living room attracted my particular attention. It was sagging and completely covered by a knitted afghan to hide its ripped and worn fabric, exposed and shredded stuffing, broken springs and faded woodwork. “Don't sit on that,” our hostess said to one of her guests as he began to lower himself into it. “You’ll sink straight to the floor. It has no seat. I really ought to haul it to the dump, but I’ve had it since my college dorm days, and I can’t stand to part with it.”

“I can fix that,” I said quietly. “It’s a hobby of mine.” She delivered it to my carport workspace about a week later. “Feel free to toss it in the trash whenever you decide it’s hopeless” were the owner’s parting words.

Over the course of a month of weekends and pre-office early mornings, I peeled off the torn old fabric, its ratty stuffing and broken seat springs. I yanked its old staples and tacks, dismantled its wooden base and legs from its arms, back and what was left of its seat. I stripped off the worn stain and reduced the chair to its bare wooden skeleton, split into two separate pieces. Resurrection began with a rebuilt birch seat bottom and a fancy wood trim around its base. The old stuffing was replaced with thick, fitted Space Age technology foam. I reattached the disassembled pieces. The owner had picked out a cheerful royal blue fabric with a bold old gold pattern resembling the tie-dying decor of 1960s hippies. I snipped and reassembled the new fabric into place, hand driving tacks and staples, piecing it all together like a jigsaw puzzle, stretching, tightening and stuffing it all into comfortable, living room attractiveness. I finished it off with a braided two-tone trim, known to upholstering aficionados as “gimp.”
When I delivered the finished product to the owners, they were virtually speechless. They placed their toddler daughter in the seat and snapped her photo for a future scrapbook. Later, the owner sent me a two-part thank you note: “I posted the ‘before and after’ pictures on Facebook an hour ago, and I’ve already received 50 ‘likes’ and eight requests for your furniture renovation business information . . . . I just can’t get over it. It’s beautiful. I’ve dragged this chair all over the country and it’s the only piece of furniture I’ve personally kept these 18 years. You gave it new life. I’m so honored. Well done.”

Ahhh! Satisfaction — of the soul-soothing variety.

Joseph C. (Jay) Wilkinson, Jr. is chief United States magistrate judge in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana in New Orleans, where he has served for 21 years. He worked in the court in several other capacities for three years and practiced law for 11 years. He is a 1980 graduate of Tulane Law School and earned his BA degree in 1976 from Louisiana State University. (jay_wilkinson@laed.uscourts.gov; 500 Poydras St., Room B-409, New Orleans, LA 70130)
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Starting Out in the Bar
By T. Haller Jackson III

Forty years out of law school and still practicing . . . yes, practicing and never perfect. When emerging from law school, I felt fairly flush with knowledge and the ability to research the vast majority of things I did not know. But what I truly did not know was the value of discernment, experience and relationships.

Practicing in a small firm at first, I had to do a multitude of things but I had the leeway to file my own pleadings, do my own research and start trying cases early on. It was quite a shocker to me to realize how differently I was treated in my hometown before judges who I grew to know quickly versus traveling, even to nearby parishes, to try cases in unfamiliar circumstances. Learning to keep my mouth shut when I felt like someone was taking advantage of a young lawyer or taking liberties because of their familiarity with the court and personnel where they practiced more frequently. I failed to take into account that I probably received breaks and the benefit of the doubt in my home jurisdiction that were not accorded to out-of-parish counsel, so I tried to discern what was important and what was not toward advancing the interests of my client. My feelings might be collateral damage, but ultimately I had to learn to push through my feelings toward the best interest of those hiring me. A couple of examples follow.

Arriving at a judge’s courtroom on time for an argument, opposing counsel and I waited over an hour for the judge to arrive. When he did finally show up, he asked the court reporter to start transcribing immediately and proceeded to fine himself $250 for being late to court. He stated on the record that he stayed late hunting in his deer stand, forgot his watch, and got to court late. Following this interesting procedure, he went off the record and apologized profusely to everyone in the courtroom. My obvious lesson learned quickly was never to be late, particularly for that judge’s courtroom, because if he was willing to fine himself more than a token amount, there is no telling what would have happened to me and my clients’ interests if I was untimely.

In another situation, I went for an argument in a neighboring parish and we were to appear in chambers before entering the courtroom. When I walked into the judge’s chambers, my opposing counsel was sitting in the judge’s office chair with his cowboy boots up on the judge’s desk and the judge sitting in front of his own desk in one of the “client” chairs. Shocked at first, I got my bearings and then sat down in the other client chair and realized that I was going to be sitting right next to the judge where he could closely view my demeanor and candor while opposing counsel was on the other side of his desk. I felt a little better about the situation, but later during the trial, the judge allowed evidence by my opposing counsel but sustained an objection when I tried to introduce similar evidence. Stunned, I’m sure the clerk of court saw my mouth drop, and before I could say anything, the clerk of court stood up from his seated position at the base of the judge’s bench, turned around to look the judge in the face, and said, “This morning you allowed similar evidence from opposing counsel.” The judge gaveled a 10-minute recess, and when we returned, he allowed my evidence.
Another hunting incident occurred when I showed up for trial one day in a neighboring parish and opposing counsel did not appear. I asked the judge if he wanted to grant a continuance since I was putting on a creditor’s case, and the judge said no, opposing counsel had agreed to the trial date and nothing had been heard from him so the trial would go forward. After several hours of putting on testimony, the judge granted a judgment in my favor, and I had the judge sign a pre-prepared judgment since I was fairly confident before the matter began. As I approached the bench to have the judgment signed, opposing counsel sauntered into the courtroom and said that he was late because he was hunting. The judge asked us into his chambers. Opposing counsel asked for a new trial which the judge granted, and then the judge admitted all of the evidence I had presented during the “first trial” and would not allow opposing counsel to object or put on any evidence of his own. Obviously the previous judgment stood.

For any of us who have been practicing a while, we have seen strange, and sometimes unfair, things happen. But I have found that withholding outrage or an insistence on the strict letter of the law many times has ultimately worked to my favor. Discernment is not particularly easy to teach in law school.

A history major in college, I have always been interested in stories and accounts of events as recorded and perceived by different people. Like the proverbial camp side story, a few short sentences uttered to the first person in a circle can be vastly altered by the time they work their way back to the original storyteller. Nevertheless, I am a tremendous fan of mentoring and imparting our “wisdom” to successive generations of lawyers. We take recorded histories from our “senior” lawyers and make those accounts available to others, particularly young lawyers in the Shreveport Bar who might have an interest in history and an interest in learning how, and how not, to act as a lawyer. Early in my life, one of my grandfathers was a particularly good storyteller, and I have recognized the value of storytelling for as long as I can remember. Our state bar association does a fairly good job of memorializing some lawyers and judges so that we can learn from the experiences of our peers and forebears.

I never cease to be enlightened by the energy and confidence of the upcoming generation and sincerely hope that each of us will make time in our busy schedules to mentor, train and sometimes endure younger lawyers. As my grandmother once said, you need to have friends from ages 2 to 92 because getting caught in a rut with the same folks keeps our viewpoint narrow and leads to less interesting lives than we can have by opening ourselves up to new challenges. Fortunately, I do view life fairly optimistically, so when a particularly hard blow hits me, I am usually able to regain my balance with the help and understanding of friends and family.

T. Haller Jackson III obtained an undergraduate degree in history from Washington & Lee University and a JD degree in 1976 from Louisiana State University Law School. He clerked for Hon. Ben C. Dawkins, Jr., a senior federal district judge in the Western District of Louisiana. He practiced law for more than 25 years with Tucker, Jeter, Jackson & Hickman and now practices with Bradley Murchison Kelly & Shea, L.L.C., in Shreveport (after the firms merged). He has served as president of the Shreveport Bar Association and chaired the Louisiana Attorney Disciplinary Board and the Louisiana State Bar Association’s Ethics Advisory Committee. (hjackson@bradleyfirm.com; Ste. 1000, 401 Edwards St., Shreveport, LA 71101)
Sriracha Honey Slow Cooker Meatballs
From the Blog, “The Slow Roasted Italian”

Active Time: 20 Minutes  |  Total Time: 4 Hours, 20 Minutes

Ingredients:
1 cup sriracha hot chili sauce (Huy Fong, the one with the rooster on the package)
1 cup honey
1/4 cup fresh lime juice (approximately 2 limes)
2 pounds lean ground beef (I used 85%)
1 cup panko bread crumbs
1/4 cup milk
1 teaspoon garlic powder
1 teaspoon onion powder
1 teaspoon kosher salt
1 teaspoon fresh ground pepper
2 large eggs

Directions:
Combine sriracha, honey and lime juice in a slow cooker on high heat.

In a large bowl add remaining ingredients, except eggs. Stir sriracha sauce in slow cooker until combined. Taste and add additional honey or sriracha as necessary to suit your heat preference. Add 1/4 cup of sauce into meatball mixture, fold mixture together 2 times, then add eggs.

Mix well, do not over mix or you will have tough meatballs. Place a sheet of wax paper (approximately 9”x9”) on your countertop. Using a 2 tablespoon scoop, portion out meat and place on wax paper. After all meatballs have been scooped, roll into balls and place them into the slow cooker. Once about half of the meatballs are in the slow cooker, spoon sauce over the tops of them. Continue adding meatballs until they are all in the slow cooker. You may have to
layer them, just be sure the bottom layer is thoroughly coated in sauce before you add the next layer.

Reduce heat to low, cover slow cooker and cook for 4-8 hours. Serve and enjoy. Makes 24.

NOTE: If you lightly wet your hands the meatballs will form better and crack less.

You can take the lid off after 2 hours to allow the sauce to thicken or you can transfer the sauce to saucepan on the stove top and cook until reduced by half, or to desired consistency. The meatballs are perfect whether the sauce is cooked down or not. It is personal preference.
LASC’s Court Orders:
Rule 1.17 Enacted; Rule 5.4(a)(4) and Rule 7.2(c)(5) Amended


By order signed June 2, the Louisiana Supreme Court amended Louisiana Rule of Professional Conduct 7.2(c)(5), in part, as it relates to the use of the terms “specialist,” “specialty,” “specializes in,” “certified” and “board certified.” Review the full court order at: http://files.lsba.org/documents/News/LSBANews/LASC72RV.pdf
Perspectives on the Practice of Law from 1966 on Up: From Firms and Fees to Technology and Collegiality

By Louis Y. Fishman

One of my five children, none of whom has gone into law, recently asked me if the practice of law has changed much since I started in 1966. I responded, “Not that much,” realizing a detailed response would bore the inquiring child. But the question got me thinking, and this article is the result.

Most of the recollections in this article are from as many as 50 years ago, and some may even be older. They are not supported by research and are totally anecdotal. One of my litigation partners told me they “would not survive cross-examination.” Thanks a lot! Litigation partners 50 years ago would have been more diplomatic.

Law School

My class (of 1965) at Tulane Law School numbered around 100. A faculty member told us, at orientation, to look at the person to our left and the person to our right because only one of the three of us would graduate. Do not try to do the math because the person to my left was also to another person’s right, and people at the ends of a row had no one to the left or no one to the right. But, alas, almost all of us graduated. The law school was on Gibson Circle, part of the iconic face of Tulane University on St. Charles Avenue. It had a small library and one large and two small classrooms, the Freshman, Junior and Senior Rooms, respectively. There were seven full-time faculty members.

I do not recall the library or our classrooms being air-conditioned. At the first negotiable instruments class of the freshman first semester, the professor filled in the seating chart without saying a word. As we sat silently, he looked up, then wrote on the seating chart, then looked up again, and so on, until the chart was completed. It turns out he was also the dean of admissions, and he recognized each of us from the admissions process. Quite impressive for a class of 100!

Today’s Tulane Law School is state-of-the-art. It has numerous classrooms, many of which are “smart;” spacious law review and moot court facilities; an impressive library; and an excellent faculty. The faculty that taught me was also excellent, in every way, but there were so few of them. In the late 1960s, I assisted a then (and still) adjunct professor at the “old” law school, and I have taught as an adjunct since 2004 in the “new” law school. Today’s law students are much more respectful than their predecessors. In the 1960s, students would hiss loudly if they heard something they disdained. For example, one professor presented a judicial decision by stating the facts and then asking, “Was the plaintiff able to enforce the claimed contract rights?” He quickly answered his rhetorical question: “Held, no.” The class hissed and hissed. Why? Because it sounded as if the professor had said, “Hell, no.” On one occasion when I was teaching in the late
1960s, three undergraduate students in Army fatigues demanded possession of the classroom in the name of some liberation army. “It’s all yours,” I offered. They quickly left, maybe because one of the students recognized the leader and said, “Aren’t you So-And-So?”

One of my law school classmates literally invented the keyword method of doing legal research. The business school had an IBM 650 “automatic calculator,” as IBM called it. It filled an entire room at the business school, came with a built-in air conditioning unit, cost a half-million dollars, used punched “IBM cards” as input/output, and is widely regarded as the ancestor of the personal computer (PC). The senior year of business school coincided with the freshman year of law school. My classmate chose computerized legal research as his project for our information technology class in the business school. We laughed at his keyword-based system because the old 650 had no memory capacity for a library of cases. We thought it a minor miracle when he proved the usefulness of his system on a larger, more versatile machine. As far as I am aware, my classmate got no credit for his “invention.” He sure was way ahead of his time. Handheld calculators eventually performed about the same functions as the old, room-sized IBM “automatic calculator,” replacing (believe it or not) the slide rule. In the 1960s, slide rules peeked out from the outside breast pockets of investment bankers and corporate lawyers in New York and engineering students at Tulane, a visible but also useful status symbol. These were ultimately replaced by the Hewlett-Packard 12C, which became the new status symbol in financial circles. I imagine a smart phone serves that purpose today.

Law Firms

The largest firm in New Orleans had maybe 25 lawyers and, like the other “top” firms, was housed in a building that none of those firms would find suitable today. Most of these buildings are now hotels. The Hibernia Bank Building was the tallest building in town. The firm it housed is still with us, now in its second new building. Firm names were the same as the senior practicing lawyers, often changing when the lawyer roster changed. Names tend to be institutional today. The names of all of the firm’s lawyers, listed by seniority, were painted in black, highlighted in gold leaf, on the front door of most firms by a Mr. Daly. That practice ceased, possibly when Mr. Daly retired. I joined the firm started by my grandfather and continued by my father. It offered me a monthly salary of $600. Two of the larger firms offered me $850, but I really did not consider those offers because I always expected, and was expected, to practice with my father. Ironically, I ended up in an entirely different area of law, and we rarely worked together after my first year or so. The firm had no anti-nepotism rule, although one partner who was my contemporary suggested a decade or two later, kiddingly, I think, that the firm adopt such a rule retroactively. Most larger firms today do have anti-nepotism rules. Today’s associates start at almost 20 times my starting salary.

The letterheads of most firms, like the doors, also contained a list of the lawyers, in the order of seniority. Unlike the names on the doors, which at some point were discontinued, the letterhead names grew and grew and grew, until they occupied about one-third of the letterhead of the larger firms. I’m not aware of any large firms that follow that practice today. The big firm letterheads also contained a “telex” address for international communications. My firm didn’t have a telex address, probably the result of not having an admiralty practice. When Federal Express started a fax program, it assigned participating firms a “zipmail” or maybe it was a
“zapmail” address. I was pleased we had that on our letterhead, though “telex” seemed more sophisticated to me.

It was said that a lawyer could change firms just once. If a lawyer attempted to change a second time, the chosen firm would wonder how loyal he or she would be. Lawyers changing firms today is fairly routine. One reason is The American Lawyer. That publication revealed financial information of the top firms, which, until then, was largely secret, many times even from the partners. Lawyers became the object of bidding wars by firms that offered them more money. Whole firms were formed on this basis. Two of the most nationally prominent of those firms have collapsed. But it’s a rare week today when there is no report of a lawyer or more likely a group of lawyers moving from Firm A’s office in X to Firm’s B’s office there. There are firms today that have more offices than the largest New Orleans firms had lawyers when I started.

My firm, which was about 12 lawyers when I started, had phones that had five white buttons and one red button. The five white buttons each represented a separate trunk line and lit up when that trunk line was in use. The red button was the hold button. Our receptionist would announce a call over an intercom by saying, for example, “Mr. Fishman, line 2.” Her monotone voice prompted me to press the second white button from the left, which would be flashing because the receptionist had placed the caller on hold. Sometimes all five buttons were lit, meaning they were all in use. At those times, an outgoing call could not be made, and an incoming caller would get a busy signal.

My firm grew, as most did, and moved to a new building in 1971, as most did sooner or later. We had outgrown the five trunk lines, and there were no available phones with more than five white buttons. We, therefore, installed a switchboard like the one used in the old Rowan & Martin Laugh-In TV show by the operator who famously said, “Is this the party to whom I am speaking?” It was the kind of switchboard used by the “big firms” at the time. You’ve seen them. There were cables representing the trunk lines, and they were plugged into receptacles representing the various phone extensions in the office. Our long-time receptionist quit from the stress of trying to operate the new switchboard. As a replacement, we hired a registered nurse who received more pay as a law firm receptionist than she was getting as an RN. But that’s an entirely different story. My firm’s current phone system was selected 20 years ago by one of our former partners. It serves as both a phone and an intercom. It has so many features no one has mastered them even after all these years.

Filing was done by a filing clerk when I started. Our filing clerk doubled as a Xerox paper “ruffler.” If she did not “ruffle” through the plain white paper that fed the Xerox copier, the copier would inevitably jam, or so she said. We bought into this process when we loaded paper after hours. Sometimes the paper would jam anyway. We concluded we had not ruffled sufficiently.

There were no paralegals when I started, but secretaries frequently performed work that today would be done by paralegals. My father’s long-time secretary was also a notary public. She prepared real estate documents for my father’s review, then passed the act of sale as the notary. My firm modernized in the 1970s by hiring a paralegal and a librarian. The paralegal quit after a partner asked her “to file a suit at the laundry.” The librarian came to me after a few weeks and
said she wanted to quit because of a lack of supervision and direction, but did not know to whom to tender her resignation. Of course paralegals and also office managers are common fixtures now in the larger firms. I’m not sure about librarians because books continue to be replaced by online services.

Clients

Lawyers from my firm, and from the city’s largest firm, represented the smallest of the city’s large banks. Back then, banks were loyal to one or two law firms, which typically were represented on the board of directors of the bank(s) they represented. Today, most banks use numerous law firms because giving business to law firms is part of the marketing of banking business. Many clients today use multiple firms, apparently with the belief that lawyers are fungible. The theory, with which I do not agree, is that you’ll get the same quality of services and advice at any of the reputable, experienced firms. Lawyers today are largely thought of only as lawyers. When I started, they were valued counsellors and advisers.

Law was not nearly as complicated then as it is today. Probably for that reason, lawyers in New Orleans were not highly specialized. It was, and with a few exceptions remains, unethical to hold oneself out as a “specialist” or “expert.” The vast number of additional laws and regulations has complicated law to the point where specialization is the rule rather than the exception. As a New York court reminds us, “No man’s life, liberty, or property is safe while the legislature is in session.” Today, the New York court would add the regulatory agencies. The Final Accounting in the Estate of A.B., 1 Tucker N.Y. Surrogate 247, at 249 (1866).

Technology

Back then, my firm had a copy machine. It took in a document (almost always a 14-inch document) and, a few minutes later, spit out a wet copy on some sort of photographic paper that curled up into the size of a baker’s rolling pin. These paper rolling pins sat on tables until they were dry. They were then straightened by rolling in the opposite direction. The process was very slow. Copies of documents being typed were invariably made with carbon paper, frequently seven copies at a time. The typewriters were manual, meaning that the letter struck the page with about the same force that the typist’s finger struck the key, with no assist from the typewriter. A carbon ribbon on the typewriter imprinted the first, original page. A sheet of carbon paper imprinted the copy immediately under it. One carbon sheet for each copy desired. When a mistake was made, a metal device, which had the same curvature as the carriage or roller of the typewriter, was inserted behind each page being corrected so that the erasure would not disfigure the next copy. Few, if any, stand-alone typewriters still exist in the modern law office, and copies are made by printers or electrostatic copying machines that crank them out at incredible speeds. You may still see at the bottom of a letter, or even an email, the letters “cc” followed by one or more names, indicating that “carbon copies” were sent to those names. It’s an anachronism, but still used today.

When Xerox first invented the electrostatic copier, and IBM the electric and then Selectric typewriter and MT/ST and MC/ST word processors, the new technology replaced the manual typewriters and carbon copies. MT/ST was short for Magnetic Tape/Selectric Typewriter, and
MC/ST for Magnetic Card/Selectric Typewriter. The tape and the card were the memory devices.
The Selectric typewriter had a magic ball a bit larger than a golf ball. It imprinted the letters or
symbols on the page by striking a carbon ribbon. It also had a white ribbon that corrected an
error by typing white over the incorrect letter or symbol. The ball replaced the old key-operated
levers that each carried one letter or symbol. The levers slowed the typist because if she (yes, it
was invariably she back then) typed too fast, they would get stuck with other levers at the top of
their arc. No secretary and not even a MT/ST or MC/ST could possibly type too fast for the
Selectric ball. Now, of course, we have laser printers that produce a typed page in one or two
seconds. The fastest Selectric ball probably took at least two minutes just to run out a page
already recorded on tape or card. The mag card was faster and unbreakable and therefore a
significant improvement over the tape. Soon after the electrostatic copier appeared, so did “xc,”
meaning “Xerox copy,” but I haven’t seen that in years. Collators came several years later but at
first were not particularly reliable, requiring that each copy be checked for completeness.

Of course, there were no cell phones when I started practicing law. But one day in the 1970s, I
was walking with a client back to my office from lunch when his briefcase began to ring. He
opened it and took a call, right then and there. I was impressed how advanced he was. The
briefcase must have weighed 15 pounds. The client was from Texas, of course.

The advances in technology skyrocketed and the way business was conducted began to change
dramatically in response. The first fax machine I ever saw — I think in the 1970s — could
produce a page in six minutes on a coated sheet of paper. Ten pages in an hour! A 60-page M&A
agreement in six hours, a huge step up from the competing delivery services, which took at least
a day and often two or three. So, all of a sudden, someone could put an agreement in front of you
in a matter of hours and expect a response that same day. Fax machines got faster and faster.
Federal Express saw faxes as competition and placed a network of fax machines the size of a
desk in many firms. These machines were faster and the quality better. But regular fax machines
improved to the point where Federal Express abandoned its fax business. Today, fax machines
are yesterday’s technology, although they are thought to be much more secure than emails of
scanned documents.

Diversity (or Lack Thereof)

There were four women in my law class of 100. Each of them was an excellent student and had
an impressive career — a harbinger of things to come. One became chief justice of the Michigan
Supreme Court. Another became a judge in New Orleans, but sadly died young, much too young.
The other two became, respectively, a professor of law and scholar at a leading Canadian law
school, and a nationally leading litigator in family law disputes. My firm had no women and no
African-Americans when I started. Most firms didn’t. There were a couple of “old-line, white
shoe” firms that had no Jewish lawyers. Things are quite different today, but racial diversity has
not kept up. Nor has partner diversity. All of us can and should strive to do better.

New Orleans

The city was less air-conditioned than it is now. I remember running to federal court one
summer, late for a pre-trial conference a senior litigator asked me to attend. The other lawyers
and the judge were in the judge’s conference room waiting for my tardy arrival. I sat down and dripped sweat on the papers I had placed in front of me, the sweat due not only from running in the summer heat, but my humiliation at being reprimanded by a federal judge. One of my colleagues knew “cold cuts” through air-conditioned buildings to avoid the heat of the street. I sure wish he had led me to court that day.

The New Orleans office buildings were pretty old, even then. Built before air conditioning, they had operating windows and a center core for ventilation. Paperweights adorned many desks, perhaps mostly as relics but to some extent for the inevitable days when the air conditioning was not functioning, windows were open, and a breeze could send papers flying. In the late 1960s, 225 Baronne Street was built. Its anchor tenant was the largest firm in town, which was the first to move to a “modern” building. The rest followed, one after another, except the few that bought or leased a building of their own. The windows in most of these modern buildings do not open. Some windows in my building are marked with a hammer to indicate they can be shattered, presumably for an emergency exit. Not a happy thought.

New Orleans had three major newspapers, *The Times Picayune*, *The New Orleans States* and *The New Orleans Item*. There being no Internet, news was delivered by newspaper, radio and television. I remember vividly the investigation by District Attorney Jim Garrison into whether businessman Clay Shaw was involved in the Kennedy assassination. Every day at 4 p.m., we rushed downstairs to learn from the two evening newspapers, then delivered to the newsstands, whether there were any new developments. Mr. Shaw was indicted, but ultimately vindicated by a jury of his peers. His vindication discredited the investigation. The movie *JFK* is Oliver Stone’s account of the Garrison investigation.

Two of the favored lunch spots for a sit-down lunch were the Roosevelt Coffee Shop and a small café operated by Arnaud’s. Lunch was $1 to $1.50. The Arnaud’s café served a three-course meal — Shrimp Arnaud, choice of one of four entrees like Coquille St. Jacques or Trout Amandine, and bread pudding or custard for dessert. Then there were the great sandwich shops like Ditcharo’s (the Ditch), the Commercial and Mother’s. I think a Ferdie was 45 cents. That’s 45 cents, not 15 dollars. My father remembered a 10-cent Ferdie in his youth. My father and I went to Arnaud’s once a week. I accompanied him and another name partner once a week to the Roosevelt, and I ate poboy with colleagues on the other days. Who would have dreamed that a national sandwich chain would replace almost all of our downtown poboy shops?

**Fees**

When my practice began, the Louisiana State Bar Association required lawyers to charge a minimum fee of $35 per hour. That thereby became the standard fee in all the firms, other than for plaintiff contingency work. I’ve never heard of any enforcement of the minimum fee. Not too many years later, law became much more competitive after the United States Supreme Court ruled in *Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar*, 421 U.S. 773 (1975), that minimum fees violated federal antitrust laws. Competitiveness was enhanced by lawyer advertising, once prohibited by ethics rules but later sanctioned by the United States Supreme Court as part of free speech. It took the large firms decades to get accustomed to the concept of advertising. I still rarely carry a business card, having been taught it was not proper to present them to potential clients. They are, of
course, routine and ubiquitous today. So is advertising by larger firms, including even boutiques like mine.

Time records are quite routine today but were not back in the day. Billings were based on many factors, of which time was just one. One litigator in my then-firm billed a flat rate for a “judicial day in court” or a “half judicial day in court,” plus the time involved. Transactional lawyers billed what they thought the services were worth. If the client disagreed, an accommodation was reached. It seems like billing practices are heading back to yesteryear for transactional lawyers. Bills were prepared by hand. Computers existed back then, but usually only through outside “service bureaus.” Firms did not have the space for the computers of that era. The PC had not yet been invented.

Early in my practice, I was retained by two shipyard executives from Baltimore who wanted to buy a Louisiana shipyard that had played an extremely important role in World War II. Still wet behind the years, I asked my father to assist. He handled the matter to a successful conclusion and sent his bill to the purchaser entity. A substantial investor in that entity questioned the bill and asked my father to justify it. My father said he charged on a time basis and felt that the firm’s services were worth what he charged. He added that if the client thought the firm’s services were worth less, then the client should pay the lesser amount, which the firm would accept as payment in full. The client promptly paid the full amount billed. A few years later, my father went to Moscow (USSR) with the CEO of the shipyard, from which the Soviets wanted to buy patented barges. They first visited the State Department in Washington, which told them, among other things, to bring their own toilet paper and that private conversations should be limited to the U.S. Embassy because everywhere else in the USSR was bugged. Years later, the U.S. Embassy was renovated and massive bugging equipment was found in it.

Creating Documents

When I began to practice, almost all of the lawyers were male, and almost the entire staff was female. The older lawyers and secretaries were almost all addressed as Miss, Mrs. or Mr., as applicable, followed by the last name. I frequently tell people today, “Please call me Louis. Mr. Fishman was my father.” As early as the 1950s, my father’s secretary, who was with him as long as I can remember, typed “M*s” if she did not know whether the woman addressed was married. Perhaps she thereby invented “Ms.,” which is now universally used. Today’s “assistants” were yesterday’s “secretaries.” The lawyer-to-secretary ratio was typically 1-to-1. Some lawyers put out enough paperwork to have two secretaries. Oftentimes, one secretary was assigned to more than one younger lawyer.

The lawyer-to-assistant ratio in my firm today is 4-to-1, and first names are almost universally used. Virtually all of the younger lawyers today type. When I started, we had dictating equipment that created blue vinyl records with about a 6-inch diameter. The records, like the phonograph records they resembled, could not be erased or corrected. If I was dictating a letter to Jim, but said “Dear Sam,” I could only correct it by adding, “Correction, Dear Jim.” The inability to correct the little blue records made this process very, very slow. The dictating equipment was soon replaced by machines that used magnetic tape that could be erased and
recorded over. That technology is not much different today, but I find that many of our lawyers now do their own typing. I’m sure that’s why we can have a 4-lawyers-to-1-assistant ratio.

What did I do? I tried to learn to dictate on those blue record machines. I quickly found that too difficult, and I resorted to drafting by hand for documents and complex letters, using the machine only for simple letters. I still do that, though self-typed emails have almost entirely replaced letters, both simple and complex.

When I started practicing, many of the older lawyers in New Orleans dictated letters and some documents to their secretaries. “Shorthand” was a required skill for secretaries back then. Just about every streetcar or bus I rode on had an advertisement in the roffline above the seats that asked, “Cn u rd th?” If so, the ad continued, still in shorthand, you could get a better job with higher pay. Shorthand, once a skill of just about every secretary, was ultimately replaced by dictating machines because they left the secretaries with much more time to type. That began the increase in the lawyer-to-secretary ratio. But many of the senior partners continued to dictate to their secretaries. Something about old dogs and new tricks. I can say that because I’m now one of them, though I have rarely dictated to a secretary.

Word processing came into vogue with the MT/ST and MC/ST typewriters. Every secretary had an MT/ST and later MC/ST at her desk. One of my then-partners boasted that his secretary could type faster with her IBM Selectric typewriter than anyone with a MT/ST or MC/ST word processor. “Dear Carmen, I think he was right. Very truly yours, Louis.” Soon, faster, but much more expensive, word-processing machines came along. Most firms, even the New York firms, had a centralized word-processing department that handled lengthy documents. That further increased the lawyer-to-secretary ratio. Then came the personal computer, which replaced the central word-processing departments and put sophisticated word processors on every secretary’s desk, then every lawyer’s desk. It continues that way today.

**Delivering Documents**

When I started, just about all letters and most documents were delivered the old-fashioned way by United States Mail. I do not recall the price of a stamp back then, but it may have still been in single digits. It was 3 cents when I was a child. (The streetcar or bus was 7 cents.) Some urgent letters and documents were delivered by hand, frequently as part of the “court run,” which back then was handled by the young lawyers. I once walked to Civil District Court on a particularly hot and mosquito-infested August day. The mosquito infestation was so bad that people swatting mosquitoes looked like they were perfecting a new dance. The senior partner who sent me said I had retrieved the wrong thing. I was soon back in the heat and mosquitoes.

Back then, I had some clients in Baton Rouge who did not want to wait two days for the mail. In these cases, I would take the document to the Greyhound Bus station where it would go out on the next Dog (Greyhound bus) to Baton Rouge. Greyhound insisted that I place U.S. postage on the package, explaining that it was legally required. I have no idea whether that was correct. The client had to go to the Greyhound station in Baton Rouge to retrieve the document. For deliveries more distant, Delta offered Delta Air Lines Special Handling (DASH). That required taking the package to the airport and the client picking it up at the distant airport. The New York firms had
drivers who would make such pickups. I do not recall DASH requiring postage to be affixed. Finally, along came FedEx and the other overnight services. In my building now, you can get something delivered virtually anywhere in the continental U.S. by getting the package into the FedEx bin by 6:45 p.m. (down from 8 p.m.) the preceding evening. One Shell Square has a later deadline. I’m told the deadline in the FedEx hub, Memphis, is midnight, so folks there can work every night until almost midnight and still make the FedEx deadline. You know the saying about how work expands.

Today, documents are quickly and easily scanned and delivered as attachments to emails. Signed original documents are usually delivered by FedEx or other overnight service, but frequently faxed or electronically delivered signatures are relied upon. It is vastly easier than traveling to Greyhound or the airport. (It also leaves more time for billable hours.)

**Collegiality**

When I began practicing, there was a solid foundation of collegiality between lawyers of the same firm and lawyers of different firms. A lawyer in a firm seemed more concerned with what he (and it probably was a “he”) made than what others in the same firm made. Some firms did not inform their lawyers about what others in the firm made. Earnings were largely shared according to seniority, in some cases by a lock-step arrangement, in others factoring in productivity, collections and the like. In firms that used factors other than seniority or in addition to it, the periodic assignment of percentage interests in the firm was described as a “blood-letting.” Today’s big firm probably has a compensation formula that is objectively applied by a managing partner or management committee. My own firm, which is 20 years old, has a lock-step system that we think keeps internal competition to a minimum. We also have a small bonus arrangement that permits us to reward those deserving of special consideration. If we have ever argued about bonuses, I am unaware of it.

In the 1970s, two very bright associates from one New Orleans firm left it for another. A partner at the firm they left commented that the move was a win-win for both firms because it increased the average IQ at each. Lawyers changing firms was not nearly as common then as it seems today. There were stronger bonds among lawyers of the same firm back then, attributable at least in part to the relative absence of significant intra-firm competition over clients, position and money. The partner’s clever comment about the two departing associates reflected, I think, his frustration at the breaking of that stronger bond.

Collegiality between lawyers of different firms has changed dramatically. When I started, lawyers were “friendly competitors.” My grandfather told me about a very competitive trial he handled. The morning session was highly contested. When the noon break came, my grandfather went to lunch with his opposing counsel to discuss settlement. My grandfather’s client did not object because he wanted to settle the case, but he could not understand why my grandfather would eat lunch with someone he had just battled with for several hours. My grandfather explained that, when in court, the lawyers were advocates for their respective clients, but outside the courthouse, they were friends. In one trial my grandfather told me about, a plaintiff claimed he could not raise his injured arm above shoulder height. The defense lawyer asked the plaintiff
to demonstrate. The lawyer then said, “Now, please show us how high you could reach before
the injury.” Yes, you’ve guessed exactly what happened.

I spent my first two years in the firm’s litigation section. I recall how surprised I was that the
litigation lawyers granted and relied upon oral extensions of time to plead. Indeed, if service of
process was made and no one asked for an extension, the plaintiff’s lawyer would nevertheless
warn the served defendant. It was very, very rare that anyone sought a default judgment from
someone who had or could be expected to have a lawyer, without first giving numerous warnings
that failure to make a filing could result in a default judgment. The practice of relying on
informal extensions ended several years later after a plaintiff’s lawyer defaulted a defendant
whose lawyer said he was granted an oral extension. Trust, once very high among lawyers,
deteriorated accordingly.

I have been practicing law for 50 years and I still have a number of friends in New Orleans and
other cities who were opposing lawyers in transactions many years ago. Such friendships
infrequently form today. One reason is that negotiating an agreement has become much more
competitive. Statistics are maintained by bar groups and investment bankers about the
disposition of the typical issues that arise in these transactions. Second, technology permits us to
do deals without traveling. The result is that we get to know opposing counsel largely through
emails and telephone calls, which are not always the friendliest. Being in the same room fosters
friendship and a cooperative spirit.

Law was a “gentleman’s” profession 50 years ago. The old-line Wall Street firms like Cravath,
Davis Polk, and Sullivan & Cromwell did not have litigation practices or only very small ones.
Today, their practices are 50 percent or so litigation. The stakes are extremely high, and the
competitiveness is fierce. It is said that Marty Lipton and Joe Flom, who played major roles in
the incredible growth of two of the great, but newer, U.S. firms, Wachtell Lipton and Skadden
Arps, had breakfast together every morning at a Park Avenue hotel restaurant. They were the
closest of friends. Fast-forward to 1985, when Marty invented the “poison pill,” an anti-takeover
device useful to the target clients he usually represented in takeover matters. The Skadden firm,
which was more likely to be on the acquirer’s side of a takeover, sued in Delaware to have a
poison pill declared unlawful. In a landmark decision, the Delaware Supreme Court found the
poison pill to be valid in the circumstances of that case. The two great titans of corporate law,
Lipton and Flom, were pitted against each other in a case being followed by the entire corporate
world. Their friendship suffered accordingly. Perhaps that would not have occurred 25 years
earlier.

Stress

I am rather certain that law was a lot less stressful when I started. Numerous reasons:

- Billable hours were not emphasized as they are today.
- Compensation tended to be based on seniority.
- Documents could not be created and revised with the speed of today.
- A document could not be dumped on you literally 30 seconds after you got an alerting phone
call.
Technology connects you to your office today virtually 24 by 365.
Opposing counsel were much less competitive, and your colleagues in your firm probably were too.
What was once mostly a profession has become mostly a business.
Competition for clients was not as pronounced, and clients were extremely loyal.
Hours were not nearly as long (but the senior partner of my then-firm, who joined me one day waiting for an elevator around 6:30 p.m., asked if I was going to lunch).
On reflection, maybe hours were even longer.
Traffic was not nearly as bad.
Law was a lot less complex or so it seemed to me.

Technology is a two-way street. In the old days, you were, for the most part, pinned to your office. Most lawyers needed a secretary to type, and law books were heavy and hard to lug around. Today’s offices are virtual and can be anywhere — at the beach, on a cruise, at home, on an airplane, anywhere. Documents are easily and instantly transported to anywhere. In the old days, I cancelled any number of vacations due to some important development in a deal. Today, one can take all of his or her documents and any needed files, law books, dictionaries, thesauruses and whatever with him or her electronically. Instead of cancelling a vacation to handle an important deal development, one can address the development from afar. That liberates me, but I’ve heard younger lawyers complain that it burdens them because they cannot get away from lawyering.

Law today is a service business, after all, and a highly competitive one. A client once called my father at home on a Saturday morning. Picketing union members were preventing the client’s non-union employees from entering the plant. My father told the client he was at home, had no law books with him, therefore could not address the client’s issue until Monday, and please call him then. The client dutifully obeyed. That could never happen today. I think the difference is that yesteryear’s lawyer was a highly valued confidant and counsellor who was not easily replaceable. Many clients today see lawyers as fungible and, therefore, replaceable if they aren’t available 24 by 365 or are perceived as too expensive. To me, that is a sad development that is definitely not in the client’s best interests. Perhaps the role of counsellor has morphed from the outside lawyer to the inside general counsel. Too bad because there is a lot of satisfaction in that role. When I started the practice, there were very few inside counsel, and they were generally disparaged.

My grandfather loved practicing law and, for the last 20 years before his retirement, being a state district and appellate judge. He retired at the mandatory age for judges, which was then 75. He was as outgoing and friendly a person as I have ever known. Perhaps for that reason, and also because he was a judge, he seemed to know everyone downtown. My father was not as enamored with law as my grandfather, but must have at least liked it because he was anxious for me to follow in his footsteps. He retired at age 65, which was then a typical retirement age. I’m approaching 75 and still at it, for which I thank my firm’s generosity.

Probably because of my age, I’m frequently asked, “Are you retired?” I still enjoy what I do, and I have extraordinary assistance from some of the best lawyers I have ever seen. I obviously enjoy the practice and will probably stay with it as long as my wife, firm, mental capacity and health
permit. I’ve mentioned that none of my five children has gone into law. I may have discouraged them, despite trying hard to be neutral. Law is a difficult, stressful place today, and it is not for everyone. I tell people, who ask me, that law school is a great place, but if you intend to practice law, be sure you’re at or near the top of your class.

Conclusion

One of my clients likes to tease me by saying that lawyers are like plumbers: You call them only when you need them, and they charge by the hour. I do not doubt that some, perhaps many, clients feel that way today. One client in the 1970s had a contest for the best money-saving idea. The winner was, “Call the lawyers one less time per day.” Not everything has changed.

When I started, there was no Internet, no smart phones, no cell phones, no email, no computers, no networks, no word-processing, no Westlaw or Lexis (not even a Lexus), no efficient copiers, no scanners, and no useful dictation equipment. Has the practice of law changed? I’d say, “It sure has!” What do you say?
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